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Sketches for the Teaz Me 

The Original name for 
Teaz Me was “Brewed”, 
but changed because 
the name came off a 
bit harsh.

After seeing this design for Ghiradelli Chocolates the 
design changed completely.  The Box would now lead 
the over all feel of the product.

I wanted the product to present itself like a gift but also be playful and inviting.  So i created characters that 
corrilated with the flavor of tea to give our tea a fun twist.  It would also target our desired customer: young 
asians and asian americans.

The Box was shaped 
like a teapot in my 
mind so i ran with it.

Other Teaz me charactersl Hello Kit-tea, Yum 
Thai,  and Sir Earl Grey



Sketches After they’ve been Illustrated

THE TEAPOT!
This pot was outlined then 
accessorized to create our 
characters.

Hello Kit-tea

OM My Chai

Sir Earl Grey

THE FLOWER ICON
This is the icon that was 
the inspiration for the 
Japanese, Hello Kit-tea 
flavor icon,



Teaz Me Logo Brainstorming

Teaz Me Logo Final

Teaz me Logo was derived from the Lombriz 
Font by Sudtipos.

One of the first brainstorms was the cursive Z as smoke coming from the 
bowl of the E, which would look like a cup.  Idea was scraped because 
some becasme confused on how to read the logo.



Teaz Me Logo Final

Teaz Me Box Brainstorming

First mock up of how I thought 
the box was made. Plus an inner 
lining to contain the tea bags in 
container even when the box was 
fully laid out.

Inner lining made of either cardstock 
or maybe foamcore.
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“Oishiso!” or “So delicious!” is w
hat you’ll say w

hen you try our 

fl
oral blend, Hello Kit-tea! Inspired by Japan in the Spring tim

e 

this tea is a refreshing blend of w
hite tea w

ith rose, peach and 

hibiscus. It m
akes a w

onderful hot or cold drink to accom
pany 

sw
eet treats or just to view

 the cherry blossom
s w

ith!

Try it w
ith m

ilk 
and a little sugar!

m
ilk

First Mock up deconstructed to be fit on a single 
sheet of 11x17 paper.  

Tabs to be glued to opposite side of the box tabs in 
order to be visible when the box is finished.

Bottom layout is glued perpendicularly to the top layout down the middle so that the 
“Bottoms up” is seen when the box is turned over.

This panel is taken away later because it had no real use in the end.



Teaz Me Box Layout: Inner box
The design for the inner lining was changed to an actual box. So another layout was created to cover the box.

Bottom

Top

Pattern inspirations for Teaz Me
A pattern was needed to line the inside of the wrapped container and the box to give the product 
more character.

Original pattern 
and

Finished Teaz Me 
pattern

Alternate colors

Other patterns that 
were taken into 
consideration.



Tea Bags                                      NET WT. 1.7 oz (50 g)8

Inspired by Japan in the Spring time, 
Hello Kit-tea! is a refreshing blend of white 

tea with rose, peach and hibiscus. Wonderfully 
aromatic with a hint of fruit this tea makes a 

wonderful hot or cold drink to accompany 
sweet treats or just sit back and take in the 

cherry blossoms with! 

Try it with milk 
and a little
 sugar!

milk

Ingredients: Dried 
White leaf tea, Crystal-
ized peach, Died Rose 
and Hibiscus petals.

Thank you for buying! Please try our 
other flavor! SIR EARL GREY

Hello Kit-tea!
Cherry Blossom White Tea

Final Box Wrap Layout for Teaz Me



Hello Kit-tea!
Cherry Blossom White Tea

Teaz Me Tea Bag

Teaz Me tea bag tag. 
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